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1.1 Overview to Circulation Trace

Circulation Trace can be used to analyze activity in the library or to conduct an audit.  For 
example, overdue notices are removed from a patron record once an item is returned.  This 
report can display all overdue notices sent to a specific patron for a given time period.  

Circulation Trace runs from the Reports menu.  Every circulation transaction (e.g., hold, loan, 
return, notice, fine payment, etc.) or edit (e.g., add patron, remove item, serial issue check in, 
etc.) is recorded in a daily transaction log.  This report lists goes through the transaction log and 
lists individual transactions and/or summarizes the transactions.  A specified item and/or patron 
can be targeted, or all items and/or patrons can be displayed and/or tallied.  Moreover a specified 
Transaction Type (e.g., LOAN, OVERDUE NOTICE, etc.) can limit the report.  

The following is an example of the report:  

CIRCULATION TRACE         ITEM  PATRON   USER  TIME       DATE DUE 
------------------------------------------------------------------
  
Tuesday   04/01/08 
 RENEW WITH OVERRIDE    108118    1198   CIR   08:24 AM   04/15/08 
 RENEW WITH OVERRIDE    116470    1198   CIR   08:24 AM   04/15/08 
 LOAN                   121606     715   CIR   08:27 AM   04/15/08 
 LOAN                   122844     715   CIR   08:27 AM   04/15/08 
 LOAN                   122868    2065   CIR   08:38 AM   04/15/08 
 RENEW WITH OVERRIDE    123232    4245   CIR   09:35 AM   04/15/08 
 RETURN                 109429     884   CIR   10:28 AM   02/12/08 
 LOAN                   118208     884   CIR   10:35 AM   04/15/08 
 LOAN                   117579    1852   CIR   11:32 AM   04/15/08 
 ITEM RECORD ADDED/EDIT 123983           AAB   11:45 AM   
 RETURN                 107324    4244   CIR   12:34 PM   03/31/08 
 LOAN                   108727    1119   CIR   12:43 PM   04/15/08 
 RETURN                 122872    1424   CIR   12:49 PM   04/11/08 
 PATRON RECORD ADDED/EDITED       2953   CIR   12:53 PM 
<snip> 

Circulation Trace - Summary         Date Range:  04/01/08-04/07/08 
================================================================== 
  
        For all items 
        For all patrons 
        For all transaction types 
  
        TRANSACTION                                  COUNT 
        =================================================== 
         1  LOAN                                        81 
         2  RETURN                                      65 
         3  RENEWAL                                      1 
         4  PATRON CLAIMED RETURNED                      0 
         5  PATRON CLAIM VERIFIED                        0 
<snip> 



The report can use a tab delimiter for easy import into foreign applications, e.g., spreadsheets 
and databases.  When the tab delimiter is selected, then only the Details or the Summary can be 
reported.  The following is an example of the Details with a tab delimiter, where the vertical bar "|" 
represents the tab character:  

 DATE|TIME|TRANSACTION|ITEM|PATRON|USER|TIME|DATE DUE|AMOUNT 
 04/01/08|08:24 AM|RENEW WITH OVERRIDE|108118|1198|CIR|04/15/08 
 04/01/08|08:24 AM|RENEW WITH OVERRIDE|116470|1198|CIR|04/15/08 
 04/01/08|08:27 AM|LOAN|121606|715|CIR|04/15/08 
 04/01/08|08:27 AM|LOAN|122844|715|CIR|04/15/08 
  
The following is an example of the Summary with a tab delimiter, where the vertical bar "|" 
represents the tab character:  

 TRANSACTION#|TRANSACTION TYPE|COUNT|AMOUNT 
 1|LOAN|81 
 2|RETURN|65 
 3|RENEWAL|1 
 4|PATRON CLAIMED RETURNED|0 
 5|PATRON CLAIM VERIFIED|0 
 6|FINE PAID AT RETURN|0 
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1.2 Circulation Trace

1.3 Fields:  Circulation Trace

1.3.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:  20 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.  

1.3.2 Field 2 Message Area:  76 characters, multiple, display only

Purpose:  the Message Area displays the title, author, and call number for a selected item.  

1.3.3 Field 3 Function Keys

1.3.4 Field 4 From Date:  16 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  the From Date specifies the start date of the report.  It is inclusive.  It cannot be after 
the To Date.  

Format:  any valid date or date short hand, e.g., "=" for today, "-1" for yesterday, "-2" for two days 
ago, "3" for the third day of the current month. 
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1.3.5 Field 5 From Time:  8 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  the From Time specifies the inclusive starting time for the specified From Date to start 
the report.  It is typically not changed unless the From Date and To Date are the same, in which 
case just a few hours are reported.  If the From Date and the To Date are the same, then the 
From Time cannot be greater than the To Time.  

Format:  any valid time format, e.g., 0915, 09:15 AM, 21:15, etc.  

1.3.6 Field 6 To Date:  16 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  the To Date specifies the last day of the report.  It is inclusive.  It cannot be before the 
From Date.  

Format:  any valid date or date short hand, e.g., "=" for today, "-1" for yesterday, "-2" for two days 
ago, "3" for the third day of the current month.  

1.3.7 Field 7 To Time:  8 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  the To Time specifies the inclusive ending time for the specified To Date to stop the 
report.  It is typically not changed unless the From Date and To Date are the same, in which case 
just a few hours are reported.  If the From Date and the To Date are the same, then the From 
Time cannot be greater than the To Time.  

Format:  any valid time format, e.g., 0915, 09:15 AM, 21:15, etc.  

1.3.8 Field 8 All Items or One Item:  mandatory

Purpose:  All Items will report on all items with transactions or the specified Transaction Type. 
One Item activates the field Find Item:  Find Item then specifies which item is reported.  

1.3.9 Field 9 Find Item:  120 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify numbers or words that might identify an item or the MARC bib associated 
with the item.  If the MARC bib is found, all of its associated items are displayed for selection.  

Format:  Free text, but in conjunction with the search method to be selected in the following field. 
A bar code may be scanned here to hasten the process.  

1.3.10 Field 10 Find Item Menu:  

Purpose:  To specify the appropriate look up that matches the entry made in the textual Find field. 

Format:  It is a menu selection.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Bar Code
Item #
MARC #
Call #
Title
Author
ISBN, ISSN, or LCCN
Control #
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Discussion:  

Function [Bar Code] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of Bar Code 
values.  The software will also test if the bar code is an acceptable bar code value, e.g., not a 
patron's bar code.  This value cannot be truncated.  

Function [Item #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of Item Numbers.  This 
value cannot be truncated.  

Function [MARC #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of MARC Numbers. 
This value cannot be truncated.  

Function [Call #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of Call Numbers. 
This value may be truncated but must be in context, e.g., "WB 115 H323" for all editions of 
Harrison's Principles of internal medicine.  

Function [Title] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the series authority file.  This 
value may be truncated and out of context, e.g. "new eng med" for the New England Journal of 
Medicine, but the word fragments must be greater than one Character each.  

Function [Author] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the author authority file.  This 
value may be truncated, e.g., "Ein,Al" for Albert Einstein.  
 
Function [MARC #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of MARC Numbers. 
This value cannot be truncated.  

Function [ISBN, ISSN, or LCCN] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of 
ISBN (MARC bib tag 020), ISSN ( MARC bib tag 020), or LCCN (MARC bib tag 010) Numbers. 
This value cannot be truncated.  

Function [Control #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of MARC bib tag 
001 Control Number.  The exact value can be entered.  If the value has an alphabetic prefix then 
the prefix can be removed, e.g., ocm16523764 can be entered as 16523764.  The value cannot 
be end truncated.  

1.3.11 Field 11 All Patrons or One Patron:  mandatory

Purpose:  All Patrons will report on all patrons with transactions or the specified Transaction 
Type.  One Patron activates the field Find Patron:  Find Patron then specifies which patron is 
reported.  

1.3.12 Field 12 Find Patron:  7 characters

Purpose:  A patron may be retrieved by entering one of following patron values:  

1. Name.  When the patron is an individual, then use the format LAST,FIRST.  Portions of the 
name can be used.  For example, "DO,JO" will find John Doe.  

2. Bar code.  Scan or type the entire bar code. 

3. Social Security Number.  Enter the entire value.  

4. Local or home telephone number(s).  Punctuation is ignored.  This may be a truncated entry, 
e.g., 123-456 will find 123-456-7890 and possibly 9998 (or more) additional entries.  

5. System's patron identifier number.  
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6. Additional identifier, e.g., university or employee identifier.  

After entering any value, press Enter to start the lookup.  

1.3.13 Field 13 All Transactions Types or One:  mandatory

Purpose:  All Transaction Types will report on all transactions or the specified item(s) or patron(s). 
One Transaction Type activates the field Find Transaction Type:  Find Transaction Type then 
specifies which transaction is reported.  

1.3.14 Field 14 Find Transaction Type:  2 characters

Purpose:  Find Transaction Type specifies one Transaction Type for the report.  The Transaction 
Type can be selected via the table list display, Transaction Type Number entry, or Transaction 
Type Name.  

1.3.15 Field 15 Details and/or Summary:  multiple, mandatory

Option Details displays each transaction on a single row, e.g.:  

CIRCULATION TRACE         ITEM  PATRON   USER  TIME       DATE DUE 
------------------------------------------------------------------
  
Tuesday   04/01/08 
 RENEW WITH OVERRIDE    108118    1198   CIR   08:24 AM   04/15/08 
 RENEW WITH OVERRIDE    116470    1198   CIR   08:24 AM   04/15/08 
 LOAN                   121606     715   CIR   08:27 AM   04/15/08 
 LOAN                   122844     715   CIR   08:27 AM   04/15/08 
  
Option Summary displays a tally of all Transaction Types reported, e.g.:  

        TRANSACTION                                  COUNT 
        =================================================== 
         1  LOAN                                        81 
         2  RETURN                                      65 
         3  RENEWAL                                      1 
         4  PATRON CLAIMED RETURNED                      0 
  
When the Tab Delimiter is selected then only Details or Summary can be selected, but not both.  
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1.3.16 Field 16 Tab Delimiter Format:  

Purpose:  Tab Delimiter Format for Foreign App Import will create the top row with the column 
labels for each report field.  The column labels will have a tab character between them.  The data 
will be formatted into a row per record with tabs between the fields.  The output can be imported 
into spreadsheets and databases.  

When the tab delimiter is selected, then only the Details or the Summary can be reported.  The 
following is an example of the Details with a tab delimiter, where the vertical bar "|" represents the 
tab character:  

 DATE|TIME|TRANSACTION|ITEM|PATRON|USER|TIME|DATE DUE|AMOUNT 
 04/01/08|08:24 AM|RENEW WITH OVERRIDE|108118|1198|CIR|04/15/08 
 04/01/08|08:24 AM|RENEW WITH OVERRIDE|116470|1198|CIR|04/15/08 
 04/01/08|08:27 AM|LOAN|121606|715|CIR|04/15/08 
 04/01/08|08:27 AM|LOAN|122844|715|CIR|04/15/08 
  
The following is an example of the Summary with a tab delimiter, where the vertical bar "|" 
represents the tab character:  

 TRANSACTION#|TRANSACTION TYPE|COUNT|AMOUNT 
 1|LOAN|81 
 2|RETURN|65 
 3|RENEWAL|1 
 4|PATRON CLAIMED RETURNED|0 
 5|PATRON CLAIM VERIFIED|0 
 6|FINE PAID AT RETURN|0 

1.3.17 Field 17 Choice of the Target Device:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Printer, File, or an E-mail address.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Workstation
Printer
File
E-mail
Close
Help
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